where a plant is constrained by more than one stress factor, an intervention that eliminates the most 159 threatening stressor may likely alleviate the stress and maximize productivity when it is economically 160 impractical to eliminate all prevailing stressors.
161
On the decrement from the maximum hypothesis (Mitscherlich, 1909) , maximum productivity requires 162 relieving all decrements from the optimal level for each nutrient, but we can use the term stressor as 163 mineral nutrients are not the only stressors that limit productivity.
164
Particularly in the Guinea savanna of West Africa, where leguminous crops are predominantly 165 constrained by limited soil nitrogen and osmotic stressors ( Fig. 1) , the simultaneous treatment to 166 eliminate multiple abiotic stressors may increase farming costs beyond economic practicality. Although legumes can biologically fix N, they depend on prior invested carbon reserves much as a 182 metabolic response to osmotic stress. The LSEH hypothesizes that, eliminating a relatively more 183 threatening stress among multiple stresses, will increase productivity more than alleviating a relatively 184 less threatening stress. Yet again, there is the question of how the more limiting stress is determined under 185 field conditions?
186
In this study, we determine the limiting stress by testing which stress intervention favors higher 187 productivity in cowpea based on biomass allocation and stress response strategy. Further, we examine (Table 3) . Leaf temperature, significantly declined in N fertilized cowpea relative to controls and 339 osmotic stress treatment groups (Fig 3c, Table 3 ). 
349
For evaluating the effect of cowpea treatment with respect to stress response, we show the underlining 350 relationship between selected indicators from our study data (Fig 4) . productivity. Hence, we hypothesized that where cowpea is constrained by multiple factors, elimination 361 of the relatively more limiting factor will result in relative increased productivity. We measured 362 productivity by total biomass output, complemented by pod yield. Given relatively higher biomass, pod 363 yield and less investment in root nodules in osmotic treated cowpea, we conjecture that osmotic stress is 364 more limiting than N-limitation in Guinea savanna cowpea.
365
In this study, a healthy physiological status is attributable to higher chlorophyll content, and lower 366 leaf temperature (Fig 4) . According to the proposed LSEH, when the limiting stress is eliminated, stress impact is relieved (Fig 5) , 399 until the next available stress becomes most limiting. The scope of this study here is not to establish the 
424
In this instance, regardless of N supplement, increased biological N-fixation through bacterial inoculation 425 accounted for higher relative growth. Essentially, the metabolic cost of microbial aided N-fixation may be 426 lower than the metabolic cost of converting inorganic N fertilizers to chemically useful forms impact 427 higher crop yield. Similarly, in our study, minimizing the cost of stress allocation may have influenced 428 yield. Thus, we conjecture two possibilities that accounts for increased growth in cowpea through 429 exogenous stress treatments. First, osmotic treatments alleviate the metabolic need therefore the cost for 430 osmotic stress allocation, resulting in more readily available carbon reserve. Second is the consequential 431 decline for the need to share from the carbon pool, photosynthate allocation to neutralize stressors such as 432 the synthesis of compatible solutes towards osmoadaptation. In both conjectures, more carbon is made 433 ready for biomass allocation than towards defense. 
464
In our study, we treated cowpea with a non-hormonal biostimulant and exogenous metabolite to alleviate 465 osmotic stress. Further, we supplemented cowpea with inorganic N to alleviate soil N-limitation. From 466 the results, osmotic stress treatments more than N treatment increased cowpea productivity, assessed by 467 total biomass output and pod yield.
468
The study further implies that osmotic stress is more limiting than N in cowpeas under Guinea savanna 469 conditions. The study validates LSEH, which underscores the importance crop nutritional intervetion that 
